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ABSTRACT
Criminal Responsibility: Meta-Analysis and Study Space
by
Lauren Elizabeth Kois

Advisor: Preeti Chauhan
Criminal responsibility (CR; i.e., sanity) has garnered significant research attention over
the years. While some variables predicting insanity outcomes are consistent, others are not.
Study-level characteristics, such as sample selection, variability in the operational definition of
insanity, or other unknown influences may explain discrepant findings. It is critical to
consolidate these variables and systematically assess differences in methodology to understand
the state of the literature and to guide future research. As such, I conducted the first metaanalysis and study space analysis (see Malpass et al., 2008) in this area. Only 16 studies met
inclusion criteria for the meta-analysis. Summary effects indicated that older age, female sex,
educational attainment, and unemployment were associated with insanity. Those classified
insane more often had a psychiatric treatment history and psychotic disorder diagnosis. Finally,
individuals opined or found insane were less likely to have a criminal history but more likely to
have been opined incompetent to stand trial in the past. Notably, overall summary effects could
mask important differences among studies, in that many effect sizes varied significantly
according to study-level characteristics. Study space analyses (N = 7) revealed a dearth of
literature that comprehensively addressed theoretically important variables in the context of
various CR outcomes (e.g., defendant opined insane by evaluator or court, CR legal tests). Taken
together, the project provides a comprehensive, empirical analysis of the CR literature and a
systematic call for future research.
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1. Introduction
The essence of criminal responsibility (CR, i.e., sanity) dates back to the Code of
Hammurabi, with a building consensus over the centuries that individuals who lack mens rea
(criminal intent) at the time of wrongdoing should not be punished for actus reus (criminal
behavior; see Shen, Hoffman, Jones, Greene, & Marois, 2011). Stated differently, individuals
should not be held criminally responsible when there was no intention of wrongdoing. This ideal
has persisted throughout English Common Law and influenced the conceptualization of CR in
the United States (Blackstone, 1979). While the general concept of CR has remained the same,
specific legal tests of CR have varied over time and across U.S. jurisdictions.
CR Legal Tests
U.S. courts have undergone several CR test iterations. However, the two most prominent
insanity criteria in place today are loosely those of M’Naghten and the American Law Institute
(ALI, Model Penal Code, 1962). In general, defendants meeting M’Naghten criteria must have,
on account of mental disease or defect, lacked the cognitive capacity to understand what they
were doing or to distinguish right from wrong at the time of the offense (see Queen v.
M’Naghten, 1843). ALI criteria afford more flexibility in the defense: defendants meeting ALI or
variant criteria lacked cognitive capacity or volitional capacity to conform their behavior to the
law as an artifact of their mental illness. Some posit that insanity defense reform, such as the
introduction of more strident legal tests of CR and the introduction of the Guilty But Mentally Ill
(GBMI) verdict, has not lead to significant changes in insanity plea and acquittal rates, as was
the intention of law-makers (Melville & Naimark, 2002; Steadman, McGreevy, Morrissey,
Callahan, & Robbins, 1993). Indeed, we know from experimental research that nuances in legal
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tests of CR may be “much ado about nothing” (Finkel, 1989). Melton et al. (2007), in their
critique of insanity defense reform, go as far to call variants of insanity tests “guises (p. 201).”
Raising the Issue
Very few defendants raise the question of CR, with base rate estimates ranging from
0.3% to 8% among felony cases (Steadman et al., 1993). Defendants who seek the insanity
defense undergo an evaluation in which a forensic mental health professional conducts a
retrospective inquiry into how defendants’ psychiatric impairment at the time of the offense may
have impaired their cognitive and/or volitional capacities, specific to the CR legal test of that
jurisdiction (Packer, 2009). Evaluators submit their CR opinions to the retaining party (defense,
prosecution, or court) and fact-finders (i.e., judges or jurors) draw the ultimate CR opinions.
Typically, evaluators’ opinions and legal verdicts provide data for conducting CR research.
Notably, these outcomes—evaluators’ opinions and legal verdicts—are not one and the same, as
it is fact-finders, not evaluators, who have the final say with respect to verdict type. This is
reflected in the differing base rates of insanity: evaluators, on average, opine about 10% of
referred defendants insane (Cochrane, Grisso, & Frederick, 2001; Johnson, Nicholson, &
Service, 1990; Warren, Rosenfeld, Fitch, & Hawk, 1997; Warren, Murrie, Chauhan, Dietz, &
Morris, 2004), whereas the court acquits anywhere from 1% to 50% of insanity defendants,
although this base rate typically falls around 25% of pleas (McGinley & Pasewark, 1989;
Steadman et al.). Potentially, attorneys may be discouraged to pursue an insanity defense in cases
where evaluators opined a defendant sane, and so defendants who have a significant chance of
acquittal (according to evaluators’ opinions) are more likely to plea insanity. In support of this
speculation, Rogers, Seman, and Stampley (1984) found that, in their regression model,
evaluators’ opinions of insanity were the only factor significantly influencing the courts’ finding
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after accounting for defendant’s race, sex, educational attainment, diagnosis, treatment history,
and crime type. Importantly, while research adopting one outcome measure, such as evaluators’
opinions, may not be generalized to fact-finders’ opinions, the combined body of research
provides insight into which defendant characteristics are associated with CR outcomes.
Correlates of CR Outcomes
Compared to other areas of forensic assessment, there is a dearth of empirical literature
on CR. This is most likely due to the low base rate of insanity pleas, leaving fewer defendants
eligible for study. What is evident from the relatively small body of research is that predictors of
evaluators’ opinions of insanity and insanity acquittals are sometimes inconsistent. What follows
is a review of demographic, clinical, and legal characteristics and their relationships to CR.
Demographic characteristics. Thus far, research regarding defendants’ age is mixed.
While some have found older defendants are more likely to be acquitted or opined insane
(Cirincione, Steadman, & McGreevy, 1995; Johnson et al., 1990; Pasewark, Jeffrey, & Bieber,
1987 [herein Pasewark et al., 1987b]; Warren et al., 2004), others identified no relationship
between these two variables (Boehnert, 1987; Daniel, Beck, Herath, Schmitz, & Menninger,
1984; Nestor and Haycock; 1997; Packer, 1987; Rogers et al.,1984). Notably, varying outcome
criterion across studies (legal tests; evaluator opinion versus fact-finder) may moderate these
findings.
CR research regarding defendant sex is relatively scarce. This is likely attributed to the
fact that males are more likely to be arrested than females (Snyder, 2012), and as a result females
comprise less of the defendant population who plead insanity. Thus, female defendants who
plead insanity are relatively rare, making the study of sex differences a significant challenge for
researchers. Those who have had the opportunity to compare CR outcomes across defendant sex
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identified somewhat of a consensus. Studies report a significant effect for sex, with females more
likely than males to be opined or found insane (Cirincione et al., 1995; Warren et al., 2004).
Rogers et al. (1984) found that evaluators’ opinions did not share a significant relationship with
defendant sex, while the courts more often acquitted females insane. This finding underscores
the importance of considering outcome measure—evaluator opinion or that of the courts’—when
synthesizing CR research.
The relationship between race/ethnicity and CR outcomes is more inconsistent, with
studies divided on whether Whites or non-Whites are more likely to be found insane (Boehnert,
1989; Cirincione et al., 1995; Daniel et al., 1984; Johnson et al., 1990; Warren et al., 2004).
These variable findings may be due to jurisdictional factors, as suggested by Cirincione et al. In
their study of eight state jurisdictions, they found race was not significant in the majority of
jurisdictions included in their study, but two jurisdictions—Georgia and Ohio—were
significantly more likely to find Blacks insane. Rogers et al. (1984) found, after accounting for
other variables, race was not a significant factor in predicting CR outcomes. Although it appears
race/ethnicity is not a robust predictor of CR outcomes, clarification of why it is relevant in some
cases but not in others (e.g., Cirincione et al.) deserves research attention.
Some authors found defendants with increased educational attainment are at a higher
likelihood of being found insane (Cirincione et al., 1995; Daniel et al., 1984; Pasewark et al.,
1987b; Rogers et al., 1984). Still other researchers identified no association between markers of
education or intelligence and CR outcomes (Boehnert, 1985; Nestor and Haycock, 1997).
Pasewark, Bogenberger, Gudeman, and Bieber (1987; herein Pasewark et al., 1987a) found
significant effects for employment history, in that unemployed defendants were more likely to be
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opined insane. Cirincione et al. found unmarried defendants were more often found insane, while
Daniel et al. found no significant relationship.
Clinical characteristics. Defendants with a significant psychiatric history are more often
found insane (Cirincione et al., 1995; Daniel et al., 1984; Packer, 1987; Pasewark et al., 1987a;
Pasewark et al., 1987b; Rogers et al., 1984; Warren et al., 2004). Research is mostly consistent
with respect to defendant diagnosis, in that those who carry a diagnosis of psychotic disorder are
more often found insane (Cirincione et al.; Daniel et al.; Johnson et al., 1990; Nestor & Haycock,
1997; Packer, 1987; Pasewark et al., 1987b; Rogers et al., 1984; Warren et al.). Only one study
has reported no effect for psychosis (Caldwell, Mandracchia, Ross, & Silver, 2003). In general,
these findings are encouraging, as severe and persistent mental illnesses are usually requisite for
a successful insanity defense. Taken together, patterns in treatment history, diagnosis, and CR
outcome are in line with clinical and legal theory.
Legal characteristics. Whether or not defendants with a criminal history are more likely
to be found insane is unclear. Some researchers found no differences in outcome according to
this variable (Boehnert, 1989; Heilbrun et al., 1988; Pasewark et al., 1987b) while others have
found that defendants without such a history are more likely opined insane (Daniel et al., 1984;
Packer et al., 1987; Warren et al., 2004). This could be tied to jurisdictional standards, as
Cirincione et al. (1995) discovered the impact of criminal history on insanity acquittals varied
across states in their study. Cirincione and colleagues also found defendants charged with violent
crimes were more likely to be found insane, as had past researchers (Johnson et al., 1990).
Competence to stand trial (CST), the most commonly raised psycholegal question
(Melton et al., 2007), is similar to CR in that it is influenced by defendants’ psychiatric
presentation. However, while CR concerns defendants’ retrospective behavior, competency
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concerns defendants’ present understanding of their charges and ability to assist counsel in their
defense (Dusky v. United States, 1960). Likely because of the significant effect severe mental
illness can have on both Dusky and CR psycholegal abilities, research indicates that CST and CR
are closely linked. In Daniel et al.’s (1984) study, incompetence and insanity shared a robust
relationship (r = 0.69). Boehnert (1989) found that defendants acquitted insane were more likely
to have been found incompetent in the past. Emerging data has helped to further elucidate the
relationship of CST and CR (Chauhan, Warren, Kois, & Wellbeloved-Stone, 2016). Findings
indicated that, relative to defendants who were evaluated for CR alone, defendants evaluated for
both CST and CR were at an increased likelihood to be opined insane.
2. Presenting Problem
Defendants found insane can be indefinitely committed for a period of time that extends
beyond that of a guilty incarceration sentence (Jones v. United States, 1983). Those found guilty
may be incarcerated for a substantial amount of time and may even be eligible for the death
penalty. Despite these grave circumstances and a history of public controversy (Melton et al.,
2007; Steadman et al., 1993), research on insanity is underexplored, most likely due to the low
base rate of insanity pleas.
At present, we cannot make many generalizations across the CR literature and it is
unclear whether predictors of CR outcomes vary due to differences in outcome criteria (legal
tests, evaluator versus court opinions), sample characteristics, sampling error, combinations of
these variables, or other unknown reasons. An important methodological issue is that of “sane”
research comparison groups, which could influence CR research findings. Zapf, Green, and
Rosenfeld (2011) noted that researchers sometimes incorporate “pure” sane comparison groups,
i.e., non-psycholegal incarcerated inmate samples that presumably never raised the insanity
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defense or civil psychiatric patients, into CR research. While this approach may be appropriate
for specific research questions—such as examining differences between committed acquittees
and civil inpatients, for example—it may not be the best means to investigate differences
between individuals classified as “sane” or “insane.” As Zapf et al. summarized, considering the
non-psycholegal samples largely isolates criminal behavior from mental illness, and to utilize
one sample or the other is to dismiss half of the clinical-forensic picture. Analyses that consider
the impact of these sampling approaches are needed. In addition, a systematic frequency analysis
of which variables have been studied in combination (e.g., diagnosis, CR standard, and provider
of CR opinion [evaluator or court]) would be helpful in assessing the thoroughness of the
literature, identifying potential confounds, and guiding future research.
Meta-analysis
Meta-analysis is a method of secondary analysis that accumulates data across individual
studies. Typically, meta-analytic methods allow for the measurement of population effects by
accounting for study-level methodological differences, such as varying legal criteria among CR
research. This approach is superior to null hypothesis testing for individual studies, as it allows
for calculation of overall summary effects for all eligible studies on a given topic (for example,
the diagnosis-CR outcome relationship) and helps to illuminate the importance of various
methodological considerations (Howard, Maxwell, & Fleming, 2000). Whereas large sample
sizes can inflate significance levels and influence surface-level interpretation of findings, in
meta-analysis, effect sizes are functions of sample size and significance level. Meta-analysis also
increases power to detect significant differences (Cohn & Becker, 2003), which should be
especially appealing to CR researchers who frequently only have small sample sizes for study.
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Another benefit of meta-analysis is that it takes into consideration the issue of publication
bias. While a number of CR studies demonstrate a significant relationship between psychotic
symptoms and an insanity opinion or outcome, there may be a number of unpublished studies
that identify no such relationship (e.g., in line with Caldwell et al., 2003’s finding that psychotic
symptoms were not tied to insanity outcomes), which would not align with psycholegal theory
and warrant close consideration. One study found that only 4% of reports in which significant
relationships were not identified were published, suggesting that null findings are rarely
published (Cooper, DeNeve, & Charlton, 1997). This “file drawer” phenomenon can lead to
faulty inferences. This issue has the potential to be widespread in research on insanity, as small
sample sizes are associated with lower power and potentially a lack of significant findings. Metaanalysis takes this issue into consideration by examining degrees of publication bias. Taken
together, meta-analysis can be more informative than “vote counting” through a narrative
systematic review (Sporer & Cohn, 2011).
Study Space Analysis
Study space analysis, first proposed by Malpass et al. (2008) as a way to guide public
policy, is a method of quantifying variables that have been studied in a given research domain.
The organization of a study space—essentially, a systematic frequency table—clearly depicts
which variables have been studied alone and in combination. Gaps in the literature are identified
by this method, thereby highlighting study topics that are in need of replication or new research
attention. Study space as applied to CR research would be particularly useful in identifying
which predictor variables, such as defendant’s race, have been studied along with specific legal
tests of CR as outcomes. Together, these features allow for a clear view of whether or not a field
of research is saturated and if comprehensive conclusions from the literature are permitted.
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Furthermore, Malpass et al. (2008) reasoned that study space analysis should only include
published studies because, as noted by Deffenbacher, Bornstein, Penrod, and McGorty (2004),
“the legal standards for proffered scientific testimony established by the U.S. Supreme Court in
Daubert . . . have strengthened the preference by the legal system for meta-analytic conclusions
based on a body of well conceived, well executed, and easily retrievable studies” (p. 692). Given
CR’s legal context, an analysis of studies eligible for Daubert inclusion (see Daubert v. Merrell
Dow Pharmaceuticals, 1993) would be helpful.
Although systematic reviews and meta-analyses are necessary, they focus on what we
know now, rather than what we need to know. The contribution of a study space analysis is
unique relative to a systematic review or meta-analysis in that it concentrates on future findings,
rather than those presently available. Thus, study space analysis is a novel approach that would
evaluate the comprehensiveness of the CR literature and provide directions for future research, if
needed. Findings would have relevance for practitioners and policy makers alike.
3. Proposed Studies
This project sought to empirically consolidate CR research by conducting the first metaanalysis in this area. This task is beneficial to law and psychology scholars, researchers,
clinicians, and the courts, as it may provide a central location to summarize a complex body of
research that is sometimes in conflict. Based on past research (Cochrane et al., 2001; Johnson et
al., 1990; McGinley & Pasewark, 1989; Pasewark et al., 1987; Steadman et al., 1993; Warren et
al., 2004), I hypothesized the insanity base rate of defendants evaluated for insanity would be
approximately 10%, and those who officially raised the defense would be acquitted
approximately 25% of the time. As research suggests that indicators of clinical impairment have
the most robust relationships with insanity outcomes, I also proposed that defendants diagnosed
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with psychotic disorders and who carried a psychiatric history would more often be opined or
found insane than their counterparts.
By following the meta-analysis with the first study space analysis of CR research,
findings will inform the psycholegal community of strengths and limitations in this literature and
provide recommendations for future study. Given the many studies considering clinical
characteristics, I anticipated defendant psychiatric history and diagnosis would be the most
frequently explored variables among the CR literature as identified in the study space.
4. Methods
Meta-Analysis
Study eligibility. Studies included in the meta-analysis and study space compared U.S.
defendants referred for CR evaluations and opined insane or sane by evaluators or those who
plead insanity at trial and were acquitted insane or found sane (guilty). In addition, studies
utilizing non-psycholegal comparison groups of civil psychiatric or “pure” incarcerated groups
(i.e., those convicted of crimes who never plead insanity) were incorporated into the analyses.
Grey literature, in the form of unpublished theses and dissertations, were eligible for the metaanalysis. Studies must have provided sufficient data to calculate at least one effect size to be
eligible. In cases where one study led to multiple reports, only reports with the largest
cumulative sample sizes and the largest number of calculable effect sizes were included.
Excluded were interrater reliability studies, studies with insanity acquittee conditional
release samples, and data collected prior to the enactment of 1962’s Model Penal Code. Per
Lipsey and Wilson’s (2001) recommendations, studies providing correlation coefficients for
effect sizes measures without raw data were excluded, the reason being this metric is
inappropriate for research involving low outcome base rates, as in CR research.
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Literature search. The first step of the literature review began by searching PsycINFO
using keywords criminal responsibility, insanity, and guilty but mentally ill. These terms were
selected to maximize sensitivity (number of relevant reports/total number eligible) and precision
(relevant/identified). “Gold standard” CR texts (e.g., Melton et al., 2007; Packer, 2009) were
referenced. Web of Science was used to identify subsequent citations. A call for studies was also
submitted to PSYLAW, a forensic psychology interest online listserve. Three CR experts were
contacted via email and asked to assess the list of considered studies. One responded, provided
an additional reference, and subsequently judged the list of studies as complete. Ultimately,
2,003 references were reviewed for eligibility: N = 16 met criteria for the meta-analysis, while N
= 7 met criteria for the study space. The majority of excluded studies were case law commentary,
studies conducted outside of the United States, mock jury studies, and those that did not provide
sufficient statistics to calculate at least one effect size for the variables of interest. No eligible
studies included a GBMI verdict, and so this outcome was not further considered. Eligible
studies are accompanied by their respective study-level characteristics in Table 1.

Publication
Type

Insane
Comparison
Group

Sane Comparison
Group

Included
Females

Included
CST

Setting

Jurisdiction

CR
Standard

Boardman (1996)

Dissertation

Acquitted

Plead/convicted

Yes

Yes

Outpatient

OH

Other

Boehnert (1989)

Article

Acquitted

Plead/convicted

No

No

Mixed

FL

M’Naghten

Dissertation

Acquitted

Other

Yes

No

-

CA

M’Naghten

Heilbrun & Heilbrun (1989)

Article

Acquitted

Incarcerated

No

No

Mixed

GA & FL

Other

Howard & Clark (1985)

Article

Acquitted

Plead/convicted

Yes

Yes

Mixed

MI

ALI

Johnson et al. (1990)

Article

Referred

Referred

Yes

Yes

Inpatient

MI

M’Naghten

Linhorst & Turner (1999)

Article

Acquitted

Civil psychiatric

Yes

No

Inpatient

MO

M’Naghten

Moskowitz et al. (1999)

Article

Acquitted

Civil psychiatric

Yes

No

Inpatient

VA

ALI

Nestor & Haycock (1997)

Article

Acquitted

Other

No

No

Inpatient

MA

ALI

Packer (1987)

Article

Acquitted

Plead/convicted

Yes

Yes

Inpatient

MI

ALI

Pasewark et al. (1987a)

Article

Acquitted

Plead/convicted

Yes

Yes

-

HI

ALI

Pasewark et al. (1987b)

Article

Acquitted

Plead/convicted

No

No

Inpatient

CO

M’Naghten

Dissertation

Referred

Referred

Yes

Yes

Mixed

MO

ALI

Article

Acquitted

Other

No

No

Mixed

CA

M’Naghten

Dissertation

Acquitted

Plead/convicted

Yes

Yes

Other

Various

Other

Article

Referred

Referred

Yes

Yes

Mixed

VA

M’Naghten

Hays (1999)

Powell (1998)
Sreenivasan et al. (1997)
Veysey (1993)
Warren et al. (2004)
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Table 1. Study Level Characteristics.

Note. – Missing. Acquitted = Defendants who plead insanity and were acquitted. Referred = Defendants referred for CR evaluation.
Plead/convicted = Defendants who plead insanity and were convicted. Incarcerated = Incarcerated offenders who presumably never
plead insanity. ALI = American Law Institute standard or variant. M’Naghten = M’Naghten standard or variant.
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Data extraction. Coding forms and manuals were adapted from Pirelli, Gottdiener, and
Zapf’s CST meta-analysis (2011). Pirelli and colleagues’ construct is in some ways comparable
to insanity, as many of the predictor variables are similar and predictors and outcomes are
usually reported categorically (such as, “defendants diagnosed with a psychotic disorder are
more likely to be found insane”). Prior to data extraction, the author reviewed eligible studies
and incorporated additional variables into the coding form as appropriate. All studies were triplecoded by the author and five studies were double-coded by a Master’s level research assistant.
Coders met to assess interrater reliability for the five overlapping studies. For the 46 categorical
variables, percent agreement was 97.8% and Cohen’s kappa = 96.8. For the 321 continuous
variables, percent agreement was 96.0% with an intra class coefficient (ICC) of r = 1.00, p <
.001. Note that the ICC is likely inflated because of the number of variables included in the
coding protocol. Coders met to address coding discrepancies in order to meet complete
agreement for all dually coded data.
Study-level descriptors included years of data collection (M and SD), publication year,
type of publication (article/dissertation), “insane” comparison group (evaluatee/acquittee),
“sane” comparison group (evaluatee, plead insanity and convicted, “pure” incarcerated, civil
psychiatric, or other), whether the study included females, whether combined competency to
stand trial evaluations were included (yes/no), study setting (inpatient, outpatient, mixed, or
other), and insanity standard (M’Naghten or variant, ALI or variant, or Other).
We coded 12 variables for meta-analytic comparison. For consistency, we coded raw data
(M, SD, and frequencies) when possible. Effect sizes (d, chi-square, and t, along with p values)
were coded when raw data could not be derived from reports. Age was the only continuous
predictor. While I planned to include scores on intelligence measures, several authors screened
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out defendants with scores two standard deviations from the mean (i.e., IQ < 70). This method
likely resulted in skewed data that was not representative of the defendant population. For this
reason, intelligence measure scores were not included.
Demographic categorical predictor variables included sex (male/female), race
(White/Non-White), education (completed high school/did not complete high school),
employment status (employed/unemployed), and marital status (married/unmarried). It would be
ideal to code a range of races; however, authors differed in their consideration of race/ethnicity.
For example, the majority of groups coded race as White/Non-White, while others coded race as
White, Black, and “Other” races. As such, dichotomization of the race variable as White/NonWhite provided the cleanest data extraction.
Clinical categorical predictors included psychiatric history and diagnosis. Authors varied
in their operationalization of psychiatric treatment history, with several considering past
outpatient history and many considering past inpatient hospitalization. To gather an optimal
number of studies for the analyses, we coded for any psychiatric history (prior psychiatric
treatment/no prior psychiatric treatment). It was an initial goal to code primary diagnoses on
multiple levels—for example, psychotic disorder, mood disorder, anxiety disorder, substance
abuse disorder, personality disorder, and so on. However, reports frequently dichotomized
diagnosis as psychotic versus not psychotic. They also coded for co-occurring diagnoses or had
discrepant means of collapsing diagnostic categories. As a result, it was necessary to
dichotomize diagnosis as psychotic/not psychotic.
Likewise, authors operationalized criminal history in a variety of forms, including prior
arrest, number of arrests, prior violent offense, prior conviction, prior felony conviction, severity
of charges, and “rationality” of offense. The dispersion was so wide there was no clear consensus
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on the best way to operationalize this variable. To provide an indicator of criminal history, we
coded for any criminal history as opposed to no criminal history. Current violent offense was
dichotomized as violent/non-violent. Finally, we coded whether defendants were evaluated for
competency to stand trial, and if so, whether they were classified as incompetent or competent.
Analytic plan. Borenstein et al.’s (2009) recommendations guided the analytic approach.
Study-level and sample descriptive statistics were calculated in SPSS v. 24. All meta-analytic
findings were produced with Comprehensive Meta-analysis V2 (CMA; Borenstein, Hedges,
Higgins, & Rothstein, 2005). CMA calculated the standardized mean difference (Cohen’s d) for
age, along with its 95% confidence interval (95% CI) and p value. Odds ratios (ORs) and their
respective 95% CIs and p values were calculated for categorical variables. The term cases was
used to indicate members of “pure” incarcerated, civil psychiatric, or other non-psycholegal
group members, relative to evaluatee or trial defendants. In order to assess the validity of
incorporating non-psycholegal cases into our understanding of predictors of insanity, I first
calculated effect sizes for all studies and then again for those only including defendants
evaluated for CR or who plead insanity at trial. Therefore, 24 comparisons (12 variables of
interest x 2 comparisons each) were anticipated. Although Bonferroni-corrections are
recommended when conducting multiple comparisons, they also reduce the chance of detecting
significant effects. Consequently, in light of the dearth of CR research and the foresight that few
studies would be incorporated, I adopted a standard significance level of p < .05 to detect
significant effects.
Given the variability in CR study methodology, it was assumed the magnitude of
predictor-outcome relationships (i.e., effect sizes) were not identical across studies. Therefore, a
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random effects meta-analysis was appropriate. Two statistics were calculated to evaluate the
variability in effect sizes (termed heterogeneity) across studies: Q and I2 statistics.
The Q statistic, essentially a sum of heterogeneity across studies, helps to assess
summary effect variability according to specific study-level characteristics. Significant Q values
typically lead to moderator analyses (termed subgroup analyses), which allow the meta-analyst
to determine whether study-level characteristics significantly impact summary effects. However,
subgroup analyses are only possible when the number of studies available is adequate. The
Cochrane Collaboration recommends at least 10 studies per subgroup in order to draw confident
conclusions from subgroup analyses; otherwise, sample size is inadequate (Higgins & Green,
2008). Multivariate findings derived from an insufficient number of studies are not only
spurious, but also potentially misleading. Given the small number of studies eligible for this
meta-analysis, subgroup analyses were not pursued.
Nevertheless, even minimal insight into study heterogeneity can shed light on whether
summary effects are consistent across studies, which can prompt important research questions
about methodological approach and its impact. While Q statistics are informative, their power to
detect heterogeneity is a function of sample size (Borenstein et al., 2009). Thus, relying on Q
alone would prove problematic in these analyses. To provide a better understanding of the
relevance of methodological considerations in the CR research, I2 statistics (see Higgins,
Thompson, Deeks, & Altman, 2003) were used as indicators of inconsistency in findings across
studies. I2 is a standardized descriptive statistic used to represent overlap in effect size CIs not
due to chance. Stated differently, they indicate whether heterogeneity is due to meaningful
differences between study characteristics, whereas Q statistics simply indicate whether general
heterogeneity (study error along with methodological differences) is present. I2 provides an
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intuitive measure of heterogeneity. For example, an I2 = 80% would indicate 80% of
heterogeneity is not attributable to chance, and instead likely due to methodological
considerations. Higgins et al. labeled I2 values of 25%, 50%, and 75% as low, moderate, and
high levels of inconsistency, respectively. The higher the I2 value, then, the less we can assume
generalizability of a summary effect across studies.
Finally, fail-safe Ns were calculated to assess publication bias for each summary effect.
Fail-safe Ns identify the number of reports with null results needed to negate a significant
summary effect. Larger fail-safe N values indicate greater confidence in findings. For instance, a
fail-safe N of 50 would imply good confidence a summary effect is robust, while a value of 2
would indicate an unstable and ultimately weak finding. Additional methods of measuring
publication bias, such as the trim and fill approach, were not appropriate here due to the small
number of eligible studies.
Study Space
I adapted Malpass et al.’s (2008) methodology by arranging the study space with
frequently studied defendant characteristics as rows and outcome variables as columns.
Outcomes were categorized by jurisdictional standard (ALI or variant and M’Naghten or
variant) and CR opinion source (evaluator versus court), with jurisdictional standard as
superordinate. Individual cells each represented a specific variable combination (defendant
characteristic x CR standard and opinion source). I tallied each occurrence of a given variable
combination. Values were then summed to calculate variable combination frequencies.
Meta-Analytic Results
Descriptive Statistics
Study descriptors. Table 2 details descriptive statistics across the range of studies.
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Table 2. Study Descriptors of All Included Studies (N = 16).
Descriptor
Type of Publication
Article
Dissertation
Type of insane comparison group
Acquitted insane at trial
Referred
Type of sane comparison group
Plead/convicted
Referred
Other
Civil psychiatric
Incarcerated
Included females
No
Yes
Included CST evaluations
No
Yes
Study setting
Inpatient
Mixed inpatient and outpatient
Outpatient
Other
Jurisdiction
State
Federal
Insanity standard
M’Naghten or variant
ALI or variant
Other

n studies (%)
12 (75.0)
4 (25.5)
13 (81.2)
3 (18.8)
7 (43.8)
3 (18.8)
3 (18.8)
2 (12.5)
1 (6.3)
5 (31.3)
11 (68.7)
7 (43.8)
9 (56.2)
6 (42.9)
6 (42.9)
1 (7.1)
1 (7.1)
16 (100.00)
0 (0.00)
7 (43.8)
6 (37.5)
3 (18.8)

The majority of studies were published empirical journal articles. Insane comparison
groups were typically comprised of defendants acquitted insane at trial, with a small portion of
studies incorporating evaluatee samples. There was more variability among type of sane
comparison group, in that the majority of samples utilized defendants who plead insanity and
convicted at trial, but evaluatees opined sane, “other,” civil psychiatric patients, and incarcerated
subsamples were also present. Approximately three-quarters included females, and about half
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included defendants evaluated for CST. Studies were equally divided among inpatient and
“mixed” settings, meaning a combination of both inpatient and outpatient settings. All studies
were conducted at the state jurisdictional level.
Several author groups did not explicitly state their adopted CR criteria. The majority of
these could be deduced by study content and legal research. Heilbrun and Heilbrun (1989) stated
defendants are not responsible if “mental condition renders them incapable of forming intent or
exerting control over their impulses” (p. 39), which this author understood as an ALI standard or
variant. However, review of legal statutes indicated Georgia allowed for M’Naghten impairment
but also a separate “delusional compulsion” insanity defense, which in effect made for an ALI
variant legal test. Therefore, the study was coded as Other. Two studies utilized samples with
inter- or intra-jurisdictional differences. In Boardman’s (1996) report, insanity criteria were
amended during data collection. In Veysey’s (1993) case, data were collected across eight
jurisdictions with varying insanity criteria. Overall, there was noticeable variability among
insanity standards across studies, with M’Naghten slightly at the forefront.
Sample characteristics. Eligible studies encompassed 19,903 cases, with 4,914
(32.78%) considered insane. Sample characteristics are provided in Table 3.
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Table 3. Sample Characteristics for All Included Studies (N = 16).
Characteristic
Study/Sample
Years of data collection
Date of publication
Total sample size (n)
Base rate*
% Evaluator opinion
% Court opinion
Demographics
Age
% Male

n Studies

Mean

Range

14
16
16

1984.61
1993.69
1243.94

1973 – 1996
1985 – 2004
28.00 – 7398

3
7

13.55
25.58

9.38 – 30.14
15.33 – 30.14

4
14 (all studies)
9 (mixed sex)
12
2
4
4

35.30
89.10
83.04
63.48
47.56
58.84
82.74

29.10 – 43.40
70.42 – 100.00
70.42 – 92.68
35.37 –90.00
46.97 – 48.15
6.67 – 75.33
78.20 –86.96

% White
% Completed high school
% Unemployed
% Unmarried
Diagnosis
% Psychotic Disorder
12
43.54
20.46 – 73.20
Psychiatric history
% Any psychiatric history
7
57.38
14.08 – 79.70
Criminal history
% Any criminal history
9
53.62
33.00 – 75.05
% Violent instant offense
8 (all studies)
79.92
49.01 – 100.00
% Violent instant offense
4 (mixed offenses)
59.84
49.01 – 69.07
Competency to stand trial
% Previous CST
6
83.65
50.00 – 100.00
evaluation
% Previously IST
6
27.77
2.08 – 56.67
Note. *For non-matched samples that were evaluated and/or plead insanity at trial.
The average year of publication was approximately 1994, with a 19-year publication date range.
On average, data were collected many years earlier, with an average of approximately 1985 and
a range of 23 years. It should be underscored that referencing M year here is misleading. Patterns
of data collection were likely multimodal (as in Veysey, 1993), but there was no mechanism to
calculate alternative measures of central tendency for this variable. Insanity base rates were
calculated for studies that did not match sane and insane subgroup sample size. The mean base
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rate for defendants evaluated and opined insane was 13.55% (n = 3, SD = 5.84). The mean base
rate of insanity for defendants acquitted at trial was 25.58% (n = 7, SD = 6.96).
On average, defendants were 35.30 years old. The vast majority of cases were male,
regardless of whether all studies or only mixed-sex studies were considered. Over half were
White. Approximately half completed high school or were unemployed at the time of the
offense. The majority of cases were unmarried. Slightly less than half were diagnosed with a
psychotic disorder, while slightly more than half had a psychiatric treatment history. Half of
cases had a criminal history, and most were charged with violent offenses. Six studies noted that
at least a portion of defendants was evaluated for CST and its outcome.
Descriptive comparisons between sane and insane subsamples are detailed in Table 4.

Characteristic
Demographics
Age
% Male (all studies)
% Male (mixed samples)
% White
% Completed high school
% Unemployed
% Unmarried
Diagnosis
% Psychotic Disorder
Psychiatric history
% Any history
Criminal history
% Any criminal history
% Violent offense (all studies)
% Violent offense (mixed)
% Referred for CST evaluation
% Previously IST

Insane
(n = 4,914)
Range

M

Sane
(n = 14,989)
Range

n studies

M

10
13
8
10
2
3
3

35.88
88.91
81.98
53.83
55.06
55.20
86.10

31.90 – 41.80
72.00 – 100.00
72.00 – 90.36
31.25 – 67.39
53.30 – 56.81
6.67 – 89.13
80.43 – 91.67

33.81
87.32
79.40
62.18
44.86
54.54
85.25

27.90 – 47.10
57.14 – 100.00
57.14 – 91.49
38.00 – 82.86
42.80 – 46.92
6.67 – 96.86
78.50 – 91.43

12

74.79

54.26 – 100.00

28.37

5.00 – 76.84

7

71.65

22.43 – 100.00

50.70

10.48 – 73.20

9
9
5
6
6

49.00
74.59
54.26
89.25
49.23

16.00 – 69.70
39.47 – 100.00
39.47 – 78.88
67.39 – 100.00
11.11 – 80.00

55.49
75.68
56.23
79.93
9.32

43.04 – 77.41
40.07 – 100.00
40.07 – 70.10
30.00 – 100.00
0.00 – 33.33
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Notably, in many instances, the number of studies providing data for the overall sample as
identified in Table 3 is not identical to the number of studies providing data for sane and insane
subsamples in Table 4. For example, 12 research groups provided sample-level descriptive
statistics for race, but only 10 separated these statistics across sane and insane subsamples or
provided sufficient raw data to derive descriptive statistics for each subsample. Notably, this was
a pattern that continued throughout the meta-analytic process.
Insane and sane samples appeared relatively close in age, sex, employment and marital
status, and criminal history. However, there were still notable descriptive differences between
the two groups. Sane cases were more often White and had a criminal history. Insane cases more
frequently graduated from high school, had a psychiatric history, diagnosed with a psychotic
disorder, evaluated for competency to stand trial, and more often found incompetent to stand
trial.
Meta-Analysis
While the following sections will refer to their respective forest plot figures, all metaanalytic findings are detailed in Table 5 for reference.

Demographic characteristics
Age
All studies
Referred/evaluated only
Sex
All studies
Referred/evaluated only
Race
All studies
Referred/evaluated only
Educational attainment
All studies
Employment status
All studies
Marital status
All studies
Referred/evaluated only
Clinical characteristics
Psychotic Disorder
All studies
Referred/evaluated only
Treatment history
All studies
Legal characteristics
Criminal history
All studies
Referred/evaluated only
Violent instant offense
All studies
CST evaluation
All studies
Found IST
All studies

n

Effect Size
d or OR
95% CI

Publication Bias
Failsafe N

Heterogeneity
Q
I2

9
6

0.19*
0.24***

0.01, 0.40
0.12, 0.37

46
77

68.37***
13.10*

88.30
61.83

7
4

0.59
1.59***

0.28, 1.23
1.36, 1.85

59

221.15***
4.70

97.29
36.11

10
5

1.36
1.13

0.95, 1.95
0.76, 1.67

-

132.07***
63.05***

93.19
93.66

3

1.56***

1.20, 2.03

67

12.01**

83.34

3

1.97**

1.22, 2.87

3

1.49

0.00

4
2

1.21
1.18

0.80, 1.84
0.49, 2.86

-

11.50**
4.86*

73.92
79.43

12
9

7.26***
12.53***

3.86, 13.66
7.31, 21.48

3,172
2,967

390.20***
136.71***

97.18
94.88

7

2.61***

2.14, 3.18

480

13.76***

56.39

9
8

1.45***
1.51***

1.18, 1.77
1.27, 1.77

94
118

21.89**
13.77

63.46
49.17

5

1.04

0.63, 1.73

-

116.38***

96.56

3

2.02

0.69, 5.91

-

4.42

54.72

6

14.45***

5.51, 37.92

125

13.67*

63.41
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*p < .05. **p < .01. *** p < .001.
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Demographic characteristics.
Age. Nine studies provided calculable effect sizes for age (Figure 1).
A

Sane

Insane

Sane

Insane

B

Figure 1. A) Meta-analysis comparing all subgroups according to age. B) Meta-analysis
comparing only psycholegal subgroups.

The summary effect indicated a significant age difference between cases classified sane
or insane (d = 0.19, 95% CI = 0.01, 0.40, p = .042), with older individuals more likely to be
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found insane, although this effect was small. Significant heterogeneity was present (Q [8] =
68.37, p < .001, I2 = 88.30). That is, the Q statistic identified that individual effect sizes across
these nine studies varied to a significant degree. Furthermore, I2 revealed a high level of
inconsistency that was attributable to methodological differences, rather than chance alone. Still,
the fail-safe N statistic indicated 67 studies with null effects were needed to negate this
significant, albeit small, effect. When non-psycholegal cases were dismissed from the analyses,
the overall effect was significant, but again small (n = 6, d = 0.24, 95% CI = 0.12, 0.37, p <
.001). Again, older defendants were more often opined insane by evaluators or acquitted insane
by the court. Fail-safe N revealed 77 studies with alternative findings could diminish the
relationship. Heterogeneity statistics indicated significant variability was still present (Q [5] =
13.10, p = .020, I2 = 61.83). Johnson et al. (1990) was a notable outlier (d = 0.913, p = .010),
demonstrating a larger effect relative to other studies.
Sex. When considering studies (n = 7) that included both males and females, the overall
effect for insanity classification was not significant (OR = 0.59, 95% CI: 0.28, 1.23, p = .161; see
Figure 2).
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A

Sane

Insane

Sane

Insane

B

Figure 2. A) Meta-analysis comparing all subgroups according to sex. B) Meta-analysis
comparing only psycholegal subgroups.

Marked heterogeneity was identified (Q [6] = 221.15, p < .001; I2 = 97.29). It was evident the
non-psycholegal cases negatively impacted the summary effect. With non-psycholegal cases
removed from the analyses, it was significant (OR = 1.59, 95% CI: 1.36, 1.85, p < .001, with
fail-safe N = 59). Female cases had nearly 1.6 the odds of being classified insane among referred
or trial defendants. No significant heterogeneity was identified (Q [3] = 4.70, p = .196, I2 =
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36.11).
Race. When looking at race data (n = 10), the overall effect was not significant (OR =
1.36, 95% CI = 0.95, 1.95, p = .098; Figure 3).
A

Sane

Insane

B

Sane

Insane

Figure 3. A) Meta-analysis comparing all subgroups according to race. B) Meta-analysis
comparing only psycholegal subgroups.
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There was high heterogeneity (Q [9] = 132.07, p < .001; I2 = 93.19) across studies. Again, nonpsycholegal groups, particularly Hays (1999), Linhorst and Turner (1999), and Moskowitz et al.
(1999) appeared to influence the overall result. However, removing these comparison groups
from the analyses did not substantially change the overall effect for race on insanity outcomes
(OR = 1.13, 95% CI = 0.76, 1.67, p = .553), and heterogeneity was still significant (Q [4] =
63.05, p < .001, I2 = 93.66). Only Powell (1998) was significant in finding that Non-Whites were
more likely to be found insane. Warren et al. (2004) was the only study to find that Non-Whites
were less likely to be opined insane to a significant degree.
Education. Only three studies—all comprised of psycholegal groups—were available for
education comparisons (Figure 4).

Sane

Insane

Figure 4. Meta-analysis comparing all psycholegal subgroups according to completion of
high school.

The finding was significant (OR = 1.56, 95% CI: 1.20, 2.03, p < .001), and can be interpreted as
when defendants graduated high school, the odds they would be opined insane had a 1.5
increase. The fail-safe N indicated 67 studies were needed to render a trivial finding. Marked
heterogeneity was identified (Q [2] = 12.01, p = .002, I2 = 83.34).
Employment. In Figure 5 we see that three studies, all psycholegal, provided calculable
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effect sizes for employment status.

Sane

Insane

Figure 5. Meta-analysis comparing all psycholegal groups according to employment status.

Results revealed unemployed cases had 2 times the odds of being opined insane (OR = 1.87,
95% CI = 1.22, 2.87, p = .004). This finding was not particularly robust: fail-safe N suggested 3
studies with null findings would need to be identified to negate its significance. Notably,
Boehnert (1989) found a precisely neutral effect for employment. Although it was not matched
for employment, the same number of cases within sane and insane groups was employed in
Boehnert’s study. Aside from this, the other two studies in this analysis showed relatively
consistent effects. The Q statistic was not significant (Q [2] = 1.49 p = 0.475, I2 = 0.00).
Marital status. Four studies provided calculable effect sizes for marital status. The
overall effect was not significant (OR = 1.21, 95% CI: 0.80, 1.84, p = .370; Figure 6).
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A

Sane

Insane

B

Sane

Insane

Figure 6. A) Meta-analysis comparing all subgroups according to marital status. B) Metaanalysis comparing only psycholegal subgroups.

Significant heterogeneity was identified (Q [3] = 11.50, p = 0.009, I2 = 73.92). The effect did not
change in its significance once non-psycholegal groups were removed (OR = 1.18, 95% CI =
0.49, 2.86, p = 0.717). The Q ([1] = 4.86, p = 0.027) and I2 (79.43%) statistics again revealed
significant heterogeneity.
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Clinical characteristics.
Treatment history. Eight studies provided complete data regarding treatment history
(Figure 7).

Sane

Insane

Figure 7. Meta-analysis comparing all psycholegal groups according to treatment history.

Results indicated cases with some form of past mental health treatment increased odds of being
classified insane by 2.5 (OR = 2.70, 95% CI = 2.20, 3.32, p < .001). The fail-safe N found that
571 studies with opposite or null findings would need to be revealed to render this finding
nonsignificant. Moderate heterogeneity was found (Q [7] = 16.55, p = .021, I2 = 57.71).
Pasewark et al. (1987b) had a large effect, accompanied by a large confidence interval.
Boardman (1996) was the only study that did not find defendants with a treatment history were
more likely to be found insane. No alternative comparison groups were considered in this
analysis.
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Diagnosis. Figure 8 presents the 12 studies that provided calculable effect sizes for
diagnosis.
A

Sane

Insane

Sane

Insane

B

Figure 8. A) Meta-analysis comparing all subgroups according to diagnosis. B) Metaanalysis comparing only psycholegal subgroups.
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Results revealed individuals diagnosed psychotic had roughly 7 times the odds of being
classified insane (OR = 7.26, 95% CI = 3.86, 13.66, p < .001). This was a robust finding: the failsafe N indicated 3,172 null findings would be needed to negate significance. Significant
heterogeneity was found Q [11] = 390.20, p < .001, I2 = 97.18). Indeed, non-psycholegal groups
appeared to reduce the summary effect. Conducting analyses without these groups increased the
OR to 12.53 (95% CI = 7.31 21.48, p < .001). Stated differently, examining only psycholegal
groups increased the OR by five fold. This was another robust finding (fail-safe N = 2,967),
although high heterogeneity was still identified (Q [8] = 136.71, p < .001, I2 = 94.88).
Legal characteristics.
Criminal history. Cases without a criminal history had about 1.5 the odds to be classified
as insane (n = 9; OR = 1.45, 95% CI = 1.18, 1.77, p < .001; Figure 9).
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A

Sane

Insane

Sane

Insane

B

Figure 9. A) Meta-analysis comparing all subgroups according to criminal history. B)
Meta-analysis comparing only psycholegal subgroups.

As such, those with a criminal history had about one-third less odds to be found insane. This was
a robust finding, as the fail-safe N indicated 94 studies would need to be located with null or
opposite findings to negate this result. The Q statistic revealed significant heterogeneity (Q [8] =
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21.89, p = .005, I2 = 63.46). After removing non-psycholegal groups, the summary effect was
virtually the same (OR = 1.51 95% CI = 1.27, 1.77, p < .001), while fail-safe N (118) indicated
an even more robust finding. There was a trend toward significant heterogeneity, although it did
not meet statistical significance (Q [7] = 13.77, p = .055, I2 = 49.17).
Violent instant offense. The five studies providing data to calculate ORs for cases with
and without violent charges are depicted in Figure 10.

Sane

Insane

Figure 10. A) Meta-analysis comparing all psycholegal groups according to offense type.

There was no significant summary effect identified: OR = 1.04, 95% CI = 0.63, 1.73, p = .872.
Marked heterogeneity was found: Q (4) = 116.38, p < .001, I2 = 96.56. No sensitivity analyses
were required, as this variable was not recorded for non-psycholegal comparison groups.
Competency evaluation history. There were three studies in which competency
evaluations varied across psycholegal subgroups (Figure 11).
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Sane

Insane

Figure 11. A) Meta-analysis comparing psycholegal subgroups according to CST
referrals.

However, the summary effect was not significant (OR = 2.70, 95% CI = 0.69, 5.91, p = .198).
There was moderate heterogeneity across the studies (Q [2] = 4.42, p = .110, I2 = 54.72).
Incompetency history. Figure 12 shows that either evaluators’ or the courts’ opinions on
defendants’ competency to stand trial was provided in six studies.

Sane

Insane

Figure 12. A) Meta-analysis comparing psycholegal groups according to incompetence to
stand trial history.
Results indicated defendants opined incompetent by evaluations or found incompetent by the
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court had 15 times the odds of an insane classification (OR = 14.45, 95% CI = 5.51, 37.92, p <
.001). Moderate heterogeneity was identified within the sample (Q [5] = 13.67, p = .018, I2 =
63.41). This was a robust finding (fail-safe N = 125).
1. Study Space Results
Table 6 provides study space findings, with demographic, clinical, legal variables parsed
out according to insanity criteria (ALI or M’Naghten variants) and opinion source (evaluator or
court).
Table 6. Study Space Analysis: Defendant Characteristics by CR Outcomes (N = 7).

ALI or variant
Evaluator
Court
n (%)
n (%)
Demographic Characteristics
Age
Sex
Race
Education
Employment
Marital status
Clinical Characteristics
Treatment history
Diagnosis
Legal Characteristics
Criminal history
Violent offense
Competence evaluation history
Previous incompetence finding

CR Outcome
M’Naghten or variant
Evaluator
Court
n (%)
n (%)

0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)

1 (25.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
1 (50.00)
0 (0.00)

2 (50.00)
1 (100.00)
1 (50.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)

1 (25.00)
0 (0.00)
1 (50.00)
1 (100.00)
1 (50.00)
0 (0.00)

0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)

3 (60.00)
2 (40.00)

1 (20.00)
2 (40.00)

1 (20.00)
1 (20.00)

0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)

2 (40.00)
0 (0.00)
2 (66.67)
3 (60.00)

1 (20.00)
1 (50.00)
0 (0.00)
1 (20.00)

2 (40.00)
1 (50.00)
1 (33.33)
1 (20.00)
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Although 16 reports met criteria for the meta-analysis, only seven studies subsequently
met criteria for the study space: dissertations and reports utilizing non-psycholegal comparison
groups were removed as these study characteristics did not align with admissibility and
methodological standards recommended by Malpass et al. (2008). With these studies excluded,
all studies used ALI (n = 3) or M’Naghten (n = 4) criterion. Of note, reports incorporating
subsamples with shared characteristics (e.g., sex, nature of offense) were not counted among
study space frequencies for that variable. Bolded cells in Table 6 indicate relatively understudied
variable combinations. Notably, no studies examined variable relationships according to
ALI/evaluator opinions.
Demographic Characteristics
In looking at demographic characteristics, only four studies examined age as a predictor
of CR outcomes. Half were in the context of M’Naghten/evaluator opinions, and next divided
evenly among M’Naghten/court and ALI/court opinions. Only one study examined sex as a
predictor, as eligible studies typically considered same-sex samples. This particular analysis was
under evaluators’ M’Naghten opinions. Analyses of race took place in M’Naghten/evaluator and
M’Naghten/court analyses. Education was only studied according to the courts’ M’Naghten
opinions. Employment status was equally examined across ALI and M’Naghten court opinions.
None of the eligible studies considered marital status in their analyses.
Clinical Characteristics
Both clinical characteristics were the most frequently studied variables found in the study
space. Treatment history was studied in all contexts aside from evaluators’ ALI/evaluator
opinions and was concentrated for ALI/court opinions. Recall that treatment history was
operationalized by numerous means across the eligible studies, and so the definition of this
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variable is not uniformly distributed here. Diagnosis was better dispersed across CR outcome
possibilities, but like treatment history, it was not assessed in eligible ALI/evaluator opinion
studies.
Legal Characteristics
Turning to criminal characteristics, criminal history was a commonly studied variable,
and was dispersed almost evenly across potential CR outcomes with the exception of
ALI/evaluator opinions. It is important to keep in mind, however, that criminal history was
measured using various methods, and so operationalization of this variable is inconsistent across
studies. Violent nature of the offense was present in only M’Naghten evaluator and court
opinions. Competence history was studied, most frequently in ALI/court contexts, and never in
ALI/evaluator contexts.
2. Discussion
This is the first project to empirically consolidate CR research through meta-analysis and
the first to systematically identify areas for future CR study via a study space. Consistent with
expectations, I found that indicators of severe mental illness were robust predictors of insanity
outcomes. Although several significant meta-analytic summary effects were identified,
significant heterogeneity in findings demonstrated that such “broad strokes” analyses masked
important differences across CR study methodology. The study space revealed a dearth of CR
research once accounting for the many methods of measuring CR constructs. Taken together, the
project moved us closer to the goals of understanding what we know and what we need to know.
Meta-Analytic Findings: Predicting Insanity Outcomes
Study-level characteristics. A primary goal of this project was to better understand how
methodological considerations might impact CR research findings. Review of study-level
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characteristics made clear that researchers take a range of approaches in addressing this area of
the literature. Very few studies utilized the same methodology. In fact, only three studies were
similar in their comparison groups and legal test criteria. This is not particularly surprising, as
the construct of CR itself varies across jurisdictions. Further, defendants who raise the insanity
defense are few and far between, and CR researchers, who typically utilize archival rather than
prospective data, must work with what is available to them.
Insanity base rates. Past research indicates that evaluators opine approximately 10% of
defendants insane, whereas the court acquits approximately 25% of defendants who plea insanity
at trial (Cochrane et al., 2001; Johnson et al., 1990; McGinley & Pasewark, 1989; Steadman et
al., 1993; Warren et al., 1997; Warren et al., 2004). The hypothesized base rates of 10% of 25%,
respectively, were supported. Thus, there was a notable difference between evaluators’ and the
courts’ insanity opinion base rates, with the average insanity base rate for defendants acquitted
insane at trial was almost twice that of defendants opined insane by evaluators. This finding may
at first seem counterintuitive. One might expect that evaluators, who presumably have a more
nuanced understanding of mental disorders and their potential impact on psycholegal abilities,
would be more inclined to opine defendants insane. With further thought, though, it seems the
pattern of findings aligns with the trajectory of defendants moving through the CR process.
Attorneys frequently make CR evaluation referrals not only when they truly doubt
defendants’ criminal responsibility, but also when they are in search of mitigating circumstances
for plea-bargaining or to delay proceedings (Pasewark & Craig, 1980). Therefore, the pool of
defendants referred for CR evaluations may not accurately reflect those genuinely suspected of
CR psycholegal impairment. Defendants in this group are at the first stage of the CR “filtering
process” and it would be expected the vast majority would be opined sane by evaluators.
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It is likely that information attorneys glean from evaluations—based on evaluators’
analyses of defendants’ mental health history and psycholegal impairment at the time of the
offense—guides trial strategy and creates downstream implications. Defendants opined sane by
evaluators could be more inclined to seek plea bargains or proceed with alternate trial strategies.
Conversely, the pool of defendants opined insane by evaluators and who subsequently raise the
defense at trial should likely comprise more of a “true” insane group. It follows that a larger
percentage of these defendants would be more often acquitted than the larger population of
evaluatees.
Demographic characteristics.
Age. The literature review indicated that relationships between age and CR findings have
been mixed (Boehnert, 1987; Cirincione et al., 1995; Daniel et al., 1984; Johnson et al., 1990;
Packer, 1987; Pasewark et al., 1987; Rogers et al., 1984; Warren et al., 2004). Here, I found a
relatively consistent pattern, even when including non-psycholegal cases, that older individuals
were more often classified insane. The only instance in which a “sane” subsample was older than
the “insane” sample was in Linhorst and Turner (1999), which used a civil inpatient sample to
represent “sane” cases. Individuals with severe and persistent mental illness, such as
schizophrenia, who are in their 30s and 40s more often present for emergent psychiatric
treatment (Albert & McCaig, 2015). As such, it would be expected that civil psychiatric groups
would be relatively older than forensic samples. On the other hand, Moskowitz et al. (1999) also
utilized a civil psychiatric sample. It is unclear why, unlike Linhorst and Turner, Moskowitz and
colleagues found their acquitted subsample was older than their inpatients.
Even after non-psycholegal comparison groups were removed, high heterogeneity across
studies remained across age analyses, which suggested the variability was due to methodological
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differences. Johnson et al.’s (1990) study had the largest disparity in age between subgroups.
Notably, the authors’ subgroup of defendants found insane was quite small and the confidence
interval was broad, which together suggests the study may not generalize to other CR samples. It
is uncertain which study-level characteristics contributed to the differences in effect sizes.
Nonetheless, a general trend was still identified: older individuals are more likely than younger
individuals to be opined insane than sane.
Sex. Although the overall summary effect for the sex-insanity outcome relationship was
not significant, subsequent analyses revealed that at least among evaluation and trial samples,
females were more likely to be opined insane. This latter finding was robust: all psycholegal
samples found this relationship. No significant heterogeneity was identified, meaning variations
in effects within this particular analysis were likely due to chance rather than methodological
differences. This could be because “sex” is clearly defined, and so there would be no
opportunities for subjective variable definitions, as was seen among treatment and criminal
history variables. Consistent operationalization of sex across studies likely reduced heterogeneity
and inconsistency in this case.
As expected then, the summary effect of sex for psycholegal samples is consistent with
the lion’s share of past research (e.g., Cirincione et al., 1995; Warren et al., 2004). One previous
study (Rogers et al., 1984) identified no effect for sex among its results; however, this study was
not eligible for the present analysis because it did not provide sufficient data to provide
calculable effect sizes. This highlights the importance of providing comprehensive statistics
(e.g., ns, M, SD, appropriate effect size statistics) in published reports. Regardless, many studies
would be required to negate this summary effect, and so it is unlikely that Rogers et al. or even
several other studies with null effects would change this relationship.
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Importantly, however, there are no reasons aligned with psycholegal theory for which
females should be more often opined insane than their male counterparts. It could be that females
are, in general, perceived as less culpable for their actions relative to males. They may also be
more likely than males to carry factors that increase their likelihood of being opined insane. This
speculation is supported by national data indicating females experience more serious psychiatric
problems than males (Weissman, Pratt, Miller, & Parker, 2015). In addition, Caldwell et al.
(2003) found that females in their CR study were more likely to be diagnosed with psychotic
disorders than males. Further, although Warren et al. (2004) originally found females were at an
increased likelihood to be opined insane, these findings dissipated at the multivariate level. Thus,
the relationship between female sex and insanity may be facilitated by clinical factors.
Race. There was no initial significant summary effect for race, and effect estimates did
not vary according to whether or not non-psycholegal groups were taken into consideration.
There was a range of effect sizes, with Powell (1998) and Warren et al. (2004) finding
statistically significant relationships, but in alternate directions. However, while both utilized
referred samples, Powell operationalized outcomes according to ALI criteria, while Warren et al.
followed M’Naghten. In general, the notable heterogeneity across race studies might be
explained by varying study-level characteristics, such as publication type, type of comparison
group, and legal tests.
Still, at least among the studies incorporated into this meta-analysis, race does not appear
to consistently impact overall CR outcomes. This is encouraging, as there is no compelling
reason for a particular race to more often be opined insane. Research has been mixed on this
defendant characteristic, and it is likely that other variables better account for the effects of race
on CR outcomes. In line with this speculation, researchers (Rogers et al., 1984; Warren et al.,
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2004) who incorporated race and clinical characteristics into multivariate models have found that
diagnosis may subsume the effects of race on insanity outcomes.
Education. Three psycholegal studies were available to calculate a summary effect for
high school completion. The finding was significant, in that defendants who graduated high
school were more likely to be opined insane compared to defendants who did not reach this level
of educational attainment. Publication bias was unlikely. Several additional studies not eligible
for these analyses found similar relationships (Cirincione et al., 1995; Daniel et al., 1984; Rogers
et al., 1984), which increases confidence in the summary effect. This finding is somewhat
counterintuitive, as it could be assumed that failure to graduate high school would be linked to
greater psychiatric impairment. Then again, the onset for severe and persistent mental illnesses,
such as schizophrenia, most often occurs in late adolescence or early adulthood—after a typical
individual would be expected to graduate high school (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).
It is unclear why further education is associated with increased likelihood of an insanity opinion.
Employment. Only psycholegal samples provided data for the employment analyses.
Unemployed defendants were significantly more likely to be opined insane. This aligns with data
indicating individuals with severe and persistent mental illness are less likely to hold
employment (Luciano & Meara, 2015). In forming insanity opinions, evaluators and fact-finders
may look to unemployment as a marker of functional impairment when assessing defendants’
psychiatric status. Notably, there was very little heterogeneity identified across studies,
indicating that methodological factors did not play significant roles in estimating the summary
effect. The degree of publication bias reflects the range of effect sizes in these analyses. Sample
characteristics may be particularly influential in this case. Boehnert (1989) only included males
in her sample, while Boardman (1996) and Pasewark et al. (1987a) incorporated females. Given
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that females are less likely to hold employment (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2017) and, as
previously identified, females are more often opined insane, female sex may be influencing this
relationship.
Marital status. Unlike employment status, marital status was not significant in
differentiating sane and insane cases. However, the lack of a significant summary effect may be
for several reasons, primarily methodological considerations. Heterogeneity analyses were
significant and revealed high inconsistency across studies. Indeed, study-level characteristics
varied on particularly relevant variables: one sample was comprised of all males, another of all
females, and one consisted of a civil psychiatric group. Females with severe and persistent
mental illness are more likely to marry than their male counterparts (Nyer et al., 2010). It could
be that samples consisting entirely of a particular sex could muddy the summary effects for
marital status. However, heterogeneity was still notable even after removing non-psycholegal
cases from the analyses. The two that remained were both dissertations similar on subsample
type and legal criteria, and so differences in effects may be attributed to unknown factors.
Clinical characteristics.
Treatment history. This variable served as a proxy for severity of mental illness and, as
expected, strongly predicted insanity outcomes. Significant heterogeneity across studies was
identified. This is likely due in part to the variability in how authors operationalized prior
psychiatric treatment. Pasewark et al. (1987b) was a notable outlier: in their study, all insane
defendants had prior psychiatric treatment. However, the authors defined past treatment as
encompassing inpatient or outpatient treatment, a more inclusive operational definition than
adopted by other researchers. It is probable that inpatient hospitalization better captures more
severe mental illness than outpatient treatment history. For example, those with one prior
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outpatient treatment session and no inpatient hospitalizations are likely quite different from
defendants who attended outpatient treatment and had past hospitalizations; meaning, this second
hypothetical defendant has likely experienced significantly more impairment due to mental
illness. In line with this speculation, Boardman (1996), who used outpatient treatment to
operationalize treatment history, was the only study not to find a significant relationship between
past treatment and insanity. Regardless, we can assume that overall, defendants with a history
psychiatric treatment were more likely to be opined insane in this study.
Diagnosis. Of all study variables, researchers most frequently attended to psychiatric
diagnosis. The summary effect that defendants diagnosed with psychotic disorders were more
often opined insane was a robust finding. Hays (199), Linhorst and Turner (1999), and
Moskowitz et al. (1999) were the only studies not to demonstrate this significant effect. Given
that these studies used psychiatric samples as their “sane” comparison groups, significant
differences in diagnoses across “sane” and “insane” subgroups would not be anticipated. It
would be expected that most individuals in psychiatric settings would carry a serious mental
health diagnosis such as psychosis, and therefore share similar diagnoses with successful
acquittees. Indeed, the strength of the psychosis-insanity relationship increased after removing
non-psycholegal groups from the analyses.
These findings supported primary study hypotheses and are in line with psycholegal
theory. However, marked heterogeneity was present in both pre- and post-sensitivity analyses,
providing strong evidence that variability in summary effects were due to study methods instead
of sampling error. Very likely, varying definitions of “psychotic disorder” contributed to this
heterogeneity. Other methodological considerations may have played a role. For instance, Nestor
and Haycock (1997), who found a remarkable relationship between diagnosis and CR outcome,
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matched defendants on age, crime type, and IQ. This approach may have accounted for other
factors that could confound the diagnosis-insanity relationship. Given that several thousand null
findings would be needed to negate the robust summary effects for diagnosis, there is adequate
assurance that diagnosis of a psychotic disorder is a strong predictor of insanity outcomes.
It is important to underscore that only studies clearly documenting diagnosis of a
psychosis were included in these analyses. Further, we were only able to code for primary—
meaning singular—diagnosis. In clinical practice, defendants frequently carry more than one
diagnosis. Take, for an example, a defendant diagnosed with psychotic disorder and a substance
use disorder who was under the influence of a substance at the time of the offense. While the
defendant may have been asymptomatic with respect to psychotic symptoms during that time,
active substance use may have had an additive effect, and acted as the primary driver behind the
criminal act. Given that defendants typically cannot be found insane primarily based on the
influence of voluntary intoxication (State v. Hall, 1974), the defendant in this scenario would
likely be opined sane. Coding only for primary diagnosis (psychotic disorder) in such cases
would mask important, “real world” clinical implications. Unfortunately, then, findings here may
not best translate to actual clinical practice.
Legal characteristics.
Criminal history. Overall, individuals without a criminal history were much more often
classified insane. This was not the case in Moskowitz et al. (1999), potentially because civil
inpatients were less likely to have criminal histories than justice-involved subsamples. Moderate
heterogeneity was revealed, which could be explained by variability across studies in the
definition of this defendant characteristic. As mentioned previously, authors operationalized
criminal history from simply “prior arrest” to “prior felony conviction.” Therefore, it would be
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expected that this methodological consideration would produce different summary effects across
studies, above and beyond those produced by chance. Packer’s (1987) effect size was more than
double the effect size of others’ studies. A notable difference is that in Packer’s study, all cases
were charged with murder. Serious crimes committed by defendants with a past criminal history
may be rooted in antisocial character pathology, which can exclude a defendant from a
successful insanity defense. Conversely, serious crimes committed by those without a criminal
history, coupled with serious mental illness, could be borne out of disorganized thinking or
behavior and meet criteria for insanity. Despite the moderate heterogeneity, it is nevertheless
evident that criminal history in general reduces the likelihood defendants will be found insane.
Violent instant offense. Violent charges had no significant relationship with CR
outcomes. Potentially, this null finding could be due to the manner in which authors categorized
offense type. While some delineated specific crimes (e.g., Powell, 1996), others dichotomized
crimes into violent/non-violent. It could be that researchers differed in their assignment of
“violent,” particularly for crimes such as arson or robbery in which no one is injured, but are
considered violent nevertheless. The marked heterogeneity among studies assessing the impact
on CR provides some support for this speculation. Of course, the studies also varied in
publication type, comparison group (evaluation/trial), and legal tests, which could also influence
offense-outcome relationships.
Competency evaluation history. Emerging data indicates defendants evaluated for CST
and CR are more likely to be opined insane by evaluators (Chauhan et al., 2015). This pattern did
not replicate here exactly on account of Pasewark et al. (1987b). Of note, it could be that all
defendants in Pasewark et al.’s (1987b) study were referred for CST evaluations—indeed, all but
four defendants were provided a CST opinion—but the authors did not explicitly state this in
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their methodology. Should Pasewark et al. (1987b) be removed from these analyses, the
summary effect would be significant in that defendants referred for CST evaluations were more
likely to be found insane. This suggests that, when combined CST and CR evaluations are not
standard practice, defendants evaluated for combined evaluations are perceived by the referral
source as impaired, a finding replicated by the courts at trial.
Incompetency history. The finding that defendants opined incompetent to stand trial were
more likely to be opined insane was the most robust effect throughout the analyses, even more so
than diagnoses. Although effect sizes were variable, we know that overall, consistent with past
research (Daniel et al., 1984), the association between incompetency and insanity is strong.
Importantly, the majority of studies within this area incorporated defendants who plead insanity
at trial; hence, many were once deemed incompetent, restored, and then moved forward with
trial. Only Johnson et al. (1990) examined defendants referred for these evaluations without
considering trial outcome. Of note, defendants in Johnson’s study may have been incompetent
and not restored, and so their insanity defense was never officially raised.
Study Space Findings: Reviewing the Research
Typically, the objective of a study space is to identify specific variable combinations for
future research. As Malpass et al. (2008) noted, the call for research resulting from study spaces
should be systematic, instead of calling simply for “more.” However, it was quite clear that
according to eligibility criteria, very few variables have been studied in combination and that
replication studies for all demographic, clinical, and legal variables are warranted. Most notably,
no studies assessed variable relationships in the context of ALI/evaluator characteristics. As a
result, no variables of interest have been researched across the four CR outcomes available. Not
a single eligible study considered marital status, although it is recognized this variable is likely
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not a primary factor driving defendants’ CR status. Of note, the majority of studies in the study
space incorporated males. As speculated in the meta-analytic findings, the impact of sex may be
relevant here. The heterogeneity and inconsistency identified among meta-analytic findings
provided support that study-level characteristics appear to impact variable-outcome relationships.
Given that there were very few studies to begin with, it is evident that methodology was not
consistent across studies and we likely do not yet have a clear picture of the CR research
landscape.
Implications for Research
While this project may not have provided as much clear direction as anticipated, it
provides ample opportunity for new directions in research. Regarding the meta-analysis, clear
and consistent summary effects are ideal; however, illuminating effect heterogeneity is just as
important and contributes to our understanding of the relevance of methodological
considerations in CR research. Parsing out predictor variables and the four potential outcomes of
CR inquiry via the study space further revealed research questions that warrant attention.
A continuing challenge for CR investigators is conducting research with relatively small
samples. Those working in the public sector may consider developing inter- or intra-state CR
research databases, as has Warren and colleagues, in order to garner large numbers of defendants
for study and to share data among research groups. Doing so would help to alleviate problems
related to small sample size and consequently enhance statistical power. With ample defendants
for study, researchers can update this body of literature. The most recent eligible study for this
project was published 12 years ago, while the most recent data collection, on average, occurred
20 years ago. This likely reflects the period of burgeoning CR research that took place in the
1980s. Still, public attitudes and legislative reform regarding CR continue to shift, and research
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should reflect this movement. It would have been ideal to conduct a cumulative effects metaanalysis to understand how our knowledge of insanity has changed overtime. Unfortunately, to
take a cumulative approach here would be misleading being that most data were collected over
many years and publication dates do not necessarily reflect years of data collection. In moving
forward with the CR research agenda, future researchers may find the following
recommendations useful.
Explore spurious findings and heterogeneity. Fail-safe Ns evidenced the significant
relationship between employment and insanity was tenuous. It may be worthwhile to further
assess this association, especially given the small number of females incorporated into that
specific set of analyses. Aside from this particular dyad, for most predictor-outcome
relationships, strong summary effects were evident. However, there were marked between-study
heterogeneity and inconsistency. As such, it can be assumed that the population of CR studies
does not demonstrate uniform effects and differences can be attributed to study methodology in
addition to study error. It is worth setting out to clarify patterns of findings and how specific
methodological decisions impact the research. This task would help find meaning among
seemingly arbitrary findings.
Provide consistent variable definitions and documentation. During the coding process
it became clear that detailed variable operations would not be an option for these analyses, in
light of the many ways authors defined research variables. Recall there was a range of definitions
for “treatment history” and “criminal history.” This inconsistency may have impacted study
findings (e.g., Boardman, 1996 as compared to Pasewark et al., 1987b). As recommended by
Zapf et al. (2011), it would be instructive to follow standardized means of measurement for these
variables. Specifically, Zapf and colleagues recommended the Cormier-Lang system (Quinsey,
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Harris, Rice, & Cormier, 1998) as a way to document criminal history. Somewhat similar, it
would be informative to utilize a standardized measure of psychiatric symptoms, such as the
Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS; Overall & Gorham, 1962). Such a step would prove
particularly useful as diagnostic criteria for disorders evolve over time.
However, consistent operational definitions are futile if the data are not reported. Several
studies were excluded from the meta-analyses as data were insufficient for calculating effect
sizes (e.g., ORs or Cohen’s d). Several research groups mentioned that certain analyses were
“not significant” but offered no other detail. This is unfortunate, as the statistics field has moved
away from placing most importance on p values and instead on gauging effect sizes. That being
said, the average study publication year was over 20 years ago, when there was not such an
expectation that raw data or effect sizes should be reported. Today, more and more journals are
requiring authors to report effect measures, which could help remedy this problem.
Somewhat similar, peer-reviewed research holds the most credibility and is more likely to
meet admissibility standards than unpublished manuscripts. Four studies eligible for the metaanalysis were not eligible for the study space, as they were dissertations and therefore were not
considered Daubert material. Peer-reviewed publication is encouraged, as this quality of
literature is what most influences the research base.
Integrate clinical presentation and psycholegal ability variables. Hypotheses were
supported that clinical variables would be heavily researched and strongly predict insanity
outcomes. Still, diagnosis alone is a broad construct. Clinical presentations can be heterogeneous
even within specific diagnoses. Therefore, it would be beneficial for researchers to incorporate
defendants’ clinical presentation at the time of the offense into research: specifically, whether or
not defendants presented with delusions, hallucinations, or disorganized speech or behavior.
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Although it may be difficult to ascertain with certainty a defendant’s retrospective presentation,
good collateral data can provide some insight. In addition, impaired versus intact psycholegal
abilities should be noted. Thus far only Warren and colleagues’ group has closely considered
psycholegal abilities related to insanity (Warren et al., 2004), although they did not directly
compare defendants opined sane or insane on these variables.
Utilize appropriate comparison groups. Comparison groups should be appropriate for
the research question at hand. For significant effects, all relationships grew more robust once
non-psycholegal cases were removed from the analyses. Therefore, findings here indicated that
when researchers have the intention of comparing “sane” and “insane” cases, only defendants
evaluated for or who plead insanity should be considered. It is probably safest for evaluators,
researchers, and legal professionals to rely on findings based on psycholegal samples as opposed
to overall summary effects. This recommendation is in line with Zapf et al.’s (2011) observation
that to use incarcerated or psychiatric subsamples in CR research is to neglect important
defendant characteristics. In the same vein, researchers should further incorporate female
defendants, who comprised only a small fraction of cases for the meta-analyses.
Conduct multivariate models. Ideally, meta-analyses include moderator (subgroup)
analyses, accompanied by meta-regression to explore significance among study effect sizes.
Unfortunately, limited sample size prohibited multivariate analyses here. As a result, the
statistical significance of study-level characteristics’ influence could not be delineated. Once the
research base is adequate, future meta-analysts should consider conducting multivariate models
in order to account for overlap in predictor variables, and thereby elucidate which variables best
predict CR outcomes.
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Implications for Practice
At present there are few recommendations for specific clinical or legal practice, the
reason being notable heterogeneity was identified within nearly all summary effects. Still, there
are several findings that appear reliable. Those most relevant to practitioners’ work include
treatment history and diagnosis, which they can use to support their CR opinions. In their clinical
work, practitioners might cite the finding indicating defendants with a treatment history are more
often classified as insane. On the one hand, this could support a diagnosis of ongoing severe and
persistent mental illness and its potential impact on psycholegal abilities. On the other, the same
citation may be referenced in cases where defendants have no treatment history—until only after
their alleged crime—and are suspected of malingering. Overall, however, practitioners should
rely on summary effects with caution and with the caveat that many of the bivariate relationships
identified in the meta-analysis dissipate once entered into multivariate models by other
researchers (e.g., Rogers et al., 1984; Warren et al., 2004).
Project Strengths and Limitations
Many of the limitations of this meta-analysis are inherent criticisms of meta-analyses in
general (Borenstein et al., 2009). To begin, meta-analyses are presumably biased in the direction
of identifying significant relationships among variables, as authors are more likely to submit
significant findings for publication and published materials are more readily available to metaanalysts than “file drawer” (i.e., nonsignificant) data. Although conference presentations were
not included in the current analyses, grey literature in the form of unpublished dissertations were
incorporated, a specific approach taken by “gold standard” social science meta-analysts (see
Hopewell, Clarke, & Mallett, 2005). The literature search was systematic and judged as thorough
by an expert CR researcher in the field. Fail-safe Ns were calculated to provide an estimate of
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potential publication bias for each summary effect, which helped to assess the stability of given
effects. In taking these steps, the likelihood of publication bias was likely reduced.
A significant concern here is that important studies in the CR literature were dismissed.
This is a common problem in meta-analyses, given their stringent eligibility criteria and
requirement that effect sizes can be calculated from a report’s available data. For example,
Cirincione et al. (1995), a report that has been cited 24 times according to the PsycINFO
database, did not provide sufficient data for our coding protocol and therefore was ineligible for
this study. It should be noted that Veysey (1993) utilized the same dataset as Cirincione et al.,
however, Veysey’s report was an unpublished dissertation, and therefore does not carry the same
credibility as Cirincione et al.’s published, peer-reviewed manuscript. A similar scenario took
place for Rogers and colleagues’ frequently-cited work (e.g., Rogers et al., 1984), although their
data were not accounted for by an unpublished manuscript.
Another common criticism of meta-analyses is the “apples and oranges” analogy; that is,
combining various study methodologies in order to calculate summary effects. Those who argue
this position state it is incorrect to subsume different methods and operational definitions under
the same “umbrella” (summary effect) analyses. This becomes particularly problematic when
only a small number of reports are eligible for study, as was the case in this project. Given the
low base rate of insanity pleas, it is not surprising that the number of studies meeting criteria for
the meta-analysis was low. Unfortunately, the small sample size significantly limited statistical
analyses. I could not sufficiently parse out “apples and oranges” through moderator (subgroup)
analyses given that too few studies were present. It was particularly disappointing that I could
not compare summary effects according to CR legal tests. I approached this significant limitation
by examining heterogeneity via Q and I2 statistics. In addition, I underscore that as sample sizes
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were small, summary effects, particularly those with low fail-safe Ns, should be interpreted with
great caution. As identified by measures of heterogeneity and by the study space, there are many
methodological facets to be considered that may impact CR outcomes. As such, we cannot
assume that findings here generalize to other samples, or that summary effects are particularly
compelling.
Conclusion
Opinions of insanity have a significant impact on all involved in criminal trials, and it is
somewhat surprising that this area of research is neglected relative to other psycholegal
constructs, even considering the small number of defendants who plead insanity. This project is
the first to empirically evaluate insanity research, a topic that is particularly difficult to quantify
given its many methodological considerations. Meta-analytic findings revealed that overall,
defendants referred for evaluation and opined insane or who plead insanity at trial and are
acquitted are more likely to be older, female, high school graduates, and unemployed. They
frequently have an established psychiatric treatment history and are diagnosed with a psychotic
disorder. These defendants typically do not have a criminal history and those who have been
opined incompetent to stand trial in the past are at an increased likelihood of being opined
insane. Results also indicated that methodological differences across CR studies have a
significant impact on research outcomes, and the study space helped to identify areas for future
research attention.
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